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Some years ago a coal property in Washington territory was offered for 
sale by shrewd speculators, who valued the land at $1,100 an acre on 
account of the great thickness of workable coal said to occur in several 
veins. The property was not developed, but the number of coal beds and a 
total thickness of good coal of more than one hundred feet were confidently 
stated from exposures of the folded coal measures in a canon 400 feet deep, 
which traversed a plateau whereon glacial drift and primeval forest ob­
scured the strata. Of these natural conditions the speculators skillfully took 
advantage ; they opened the coal beds on the caflon sides at points which 
were not intervisible, and they cut a labyrinth of paths through the forest 
leading from one opening to another. On the cliffs these paths were unpleas-
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antly narrow; in the underbrush of the plateau they wound about in such 
manner as to exaggerate the impression of distance. It was shrewdly cal­
culated that any geologist by these means topographically misled might be ' 
geologically confused and led to count a single coal bed seen at different 
openings as several beds. And this calculation was justified by the result. 
An expert of high standing, whose experience and reputation fairly com­
manded confidence, reported the coal at nearly three times its actual thick­
ness, and $750,000 was paid on his mistake. The error in stratigraphy fol­
lowed from ignorance of the local geologic structure, both avoidable had the 
geologist determined relations of distance and direction among observed 
sections.
The point of this story is the point of this article: A  knowledge of rela­
tions in space among geologic facts is essential to the solution of problems 
of stratigraphy and structure, and it follows that the geologist must locate 
his observations on a map either prepared in advance or surveyed simul­
taneously with his work. The possession of an adequate map constitutes the 
ideal initial condition for geologic work.
D e f i n i t i o n  o f  a n  a d e q u a t e  M a p  f o r  G e o l o g ic  P u r p o s e s .
General Definition.—An “ adequate map” is one which accurately de­
scribes the character of the features delineated: it is so characteristically 
true to the facts of topography and culture that it offers many tie-points, 
i. e., many points which can be definitely recognized as the representatives 
of specific locations on the ground. Such points are essential to the location 
of a geologist’s observations of outcrops, strikes and dips, or formation 
boundaries, which may be of very limited extent but which must be placed 
on the map with such accuracy that the error, reduced to the scale of the 
map, is insignificant. Such tie-points are bends of roads, cross-roads, cross­
ings of roads and streams, sharp turns in streams, stream junctions, springs, 
mountain peaks, ridges, gaps, spurs, abrupt changes of slope; in a word all 
characteristic features.
Maps are sketches fitted to a geometric control. I f  we compare them 
with works of higher art, we may liken the painfully exact military maps of 
Europe to miniature portraits, while some American maps, produced under 
demand for quantity rather than quality, suggest paintings executed with 
a palette knife. The difference lies in the minuteness of control, in the 
number of points accurately determined per square inch of map.
Methods of Control.—The measurements which constitute control are 
obtained by two methods, triangulation and meander, each of which has its 
advocates, each of which requires certain natural conditions for economic 
working, but which in most regions can advantageously be combined.
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Unsupported triangulation affords few tie-points; stations and intersections 
are fixed without appreciable error to the scale of the map, but roads, streams 
and contours, if  the last be employed, are generalized according to the hand­
writing of the topographer rather than to the character of the topography. 
The geologist who is obliged to use such a map should be fitted to locate him­
self by direct reference to the geometric control, and he should check the 
generalizations of the map by such references.
A meander line fitted to a scheme of triangulation supplies tie-points 
within a belt of varying width. I f  it follows a road or stream each change 
of direction provides a tie-point, and the elements of relief within the topog­
rapher’s view are fixed usually beyond his power to generalize out of recog­
nition. Thus the number of tie-points increases much faster than the num­
ber of miles of meander run ; and the value of the map is rapidly augmented 
as the net-work of meander lines is made finer. Thoroughly satisfactory 
maps can be made by this method. The first example of this class of work 
which came to my notice was the Greenville, Tennessee, atlas sheet of the U.
S. Geological Survey series ; it represents a thousand square miles of the 
valley of Tennessee, where the present relief is a dissected base-level in lime­
stone, overlooked by strike ridges of sandstone and shale. A ll the roads 
were meandered, the total distance being about 1,200 miles, a season’s work 
for one topographer. The southeastern corner of the sheet is mountainous 
and without roads. Here the topographer was confined to sketching to fill 
in his triangulation, and the resulting map is so inadequate that the geologist 
was obliged to correct the base by meander lines run on foot. Other maps 
of this desirable character have been and are being made by those topo­
graphers who appreciate the possibility of putting character into their work. 
Such men raise their profession from the dead-level of mechanical generali­
zation to an art which expresses important geographic truths. And these 
geographic facts are but the latest expression of geologic processes, which it 
is the province of the geologist to interpret. But the topographic artist has 
been a rare being, and while we may felicitate ourselves upon the prospect 
of his becoming more numerous, we still have to work with the inartistic 
product.
P r o c e d u r e  w it h  a n  in a d e q u a t e  B a s e .
The general Question.—How can the geologist best proceed in the field 
with a map which does not afford tie-points for his observations; or, in other 
words, given an inadequate base, what method of field work leads most 
satisfactorily to the development of a geologic map ? To this question thus 
broadly stated no intelligent answer can be given. Account must be taken 
of the geologic problem, of the aspect of its presentation and of the character­
istics of the geologist. The student of crystalline rocks, accustomed perhaps
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to the limited outlook in a Michigan forest, cannot well devise details of 
methods for him who studies stratigraphy and structure on the treeless 
plains of the west. Nor can he whose stratigrapliic work in the settled 
states is facilitated by roads prescribe methods for the investigator of volcanic 
geology in uninhabited mountain ranges. Each must adapt to his own 
environment the means of recording and arranging observations, but he 
will certainly do so more intelligently if  he avails himself of the experience 
of others, whose training and experiments may contain positive or negative 
suggestions.
Believing this, I  propose to give here for what it is worth the experience 
of the Appalachian division of the United States Geological Survey with 
graphic methods of mapping formations.
Appalachian Work in the U. S. Oeologieal Survey.—The Appalachian 
Paleozoic province presents stratigraphic and structural problems under an 
aspect which is familiar to all of us. Relief is seldom emphatic, heights 
have usually struck an average elevation through successive base-leveling, 
soil covering is the rule, vegetation flourishes everywhere, and cultivation 
assists in obscuring geologic facts: these are obstacles to rapid work, what­
ever the problem. On the other hand, relief and structure are intimately 
related as eifect and cause, the factors of the problems, multitudinous as 
they often are, are crowded together in small space, every part of the region 
is easily accessible, roads and houses permit facilities not else available: 
these are aids to successful work.
The geologists of the United States survey who entered this province prior 
to 1886 were trained in western fields and did not at first devise the best 
methods of work. The amount of geology per square mile was embarrassing 
to them; the facilities afforded by culture were not appreciated. It seemed, 
moreover, a fair assumption that the Rogers brothers, Safford and others 
had solved the geologic problems of the region and that to resurvey their 
fields was but to confirm their results, which must be done in detail and 
with great accuracy. Triangulation for detail was forbidden by the absence 
of marked features of relief or culture, and meander methods were a neces­
sity in the absence of adequate maps.
Stadia Transit Method.—The special conditions and the fact that the 
purpose of the work was section-measurement led to the selection of a very 
accurate method based on stadia measurements of distances. The instru­
ment used was a light transit, mounted on tripod and leveling screws, carry­
ing a telescope with a vertical limb and fixed stadia wires. The stadia rod 
was 12 feet long and graduated by experimenting with a base measured by 
a steel tape; there were two movable targets, which were adjusted by the 
rodman on signals from the surveyor until the interval between them was 
proportioned to the space between the stadia wires of the telescope; the
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number of divisions on the rod included between the targets then corre­
sponded to the distance from transit to rod. The maximum distance 
measurable with this instrument and rod was 1,500 feet. A  much greater 
reach might have been obtained with a longer rod, but it was not deemed 
desirable.
The operation at any one station was as follows : the geologist set up and 
leveled his transit, received from the rodman the distance reading of the last 
sight and platted his topographical and geological notes accordingly. The 
rodman set a target to the height of instrument and went on to select the 
next station. When ready the rodman called, the geologist observed and 
noted the course and slope of the new sight, by signals adjusted the targets 
to the stadia wires, and then rejoined the rodman.
By repetitions of this process, with more or less delay for misunderstandings 
on account of the distance frequently separating the geologist and rodman, 
the meander line progressed at the rate of 3 to 6 miles a day.
The record consisted of two parts containing similar information : the one 
part composed of figures and verbal notes ; the other part representing ap­
proximately the map to be plattèd from these figures. The final interpreta­
tion of the whole record constituted the office work.
This required for each sight the reduction of slope distance to its horizon­
tal projection and a calculation of elevation of each station. The course and 
distance being platted, thé geologic facts could be indicated and the sections 
developed. This labor proved very onerous ; unnecessary mechanical accu­
racy of delineation absorbed time that should have been given to thoughtful 
study. The end in no sense justified the means, for the method was adapted 
to the accurate coordination of a mass of facts in a small area, as in a min­
ing survey, not to generalizations in stratigraphy and structure.
Adoption of graphic Methods.—It has already been stated that the record 
of stadia work was in two forms : the one numerical, the other graphic. The 
former occasioned most of the office work, the latter contained the pith of 
the geologic information. It followed that in casting about to devise a 
method for mapping formations, we sought to get rid of the figures and to 
improve the sketch to the standard required for a final plat fit for transfer 
to the map. To do this required the adoption of some means other than the 
stadia of measuring distances, and of means for sketching directions and dis­
tances more accurately than had previously been done.
For measuring, two instruments have been successfully used : the one the 
wheel of a buckboard or sulky with some attachment for marking its revo­
lutions ; the other a pair of legs, usually those owned by the geologist. With 
the former the unit of measurement is a “wheel,” i. e., the circumference of 
the wagon wheel; with the latter the unit is a pace, a function of the indi­
vidual. These vary in different instruments and require reduction to a com­
mon scale before combining different pieces of work.
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Measurement with a wheel is an old method, improved within the last few 
years to meet the demand of the topographic division of the United States 
Geological Survey for an efficient means of traverse work. Mr. Henry 
Gannett says of i t :
“ As nearly all traversing is done along roads, distances are measured in this work 
mainly by counting the revolutions of a wheel—usually one of the wheels of a buggy 
orbuckboard. Various forms of odometer for automatic counting have been in use. 
The old pendulum odometer was first tried and unqualifiedly condemned. The form 
now in general use is that devised by Mr. E. M. Douglas, of this Survey. For work­
ing this a cam is placed on the inside of the hub, which, by raising a straight steel 
spring, carries the index forward one division for each revolution of the wheel. The 
odometer registers to ten thousand. This form is the most trustworthy that has yet 
been devised, bu t is not altogether satisfactory, and the majority of traverse men pre­
fer to count the revolutions of a wheel directly. The arrangement by which a bell 
is rung at each revolution is a very common and effective device. From an extended 
experience covering many thousands of miles of measurements it has been demonstrated 
that as a working method of measuring distances the wheel is greatly superior upon 
roads to the stadia. Moreover, it is nearly if  not quite twice as rapid as the stadia 
method.” *
The attachment of the Douglas odometer to the wheel varies with the 
ingenuity of individual users: it may be placed on either axle, when its con­
nection with the wheel is then most direct; or it may be placed beside the 
seat of the vehicle and connected with the wheel by wires working a system 
of levers. The latter arrangement requires nice adjustment but raises the 
odometer out of the reach of mud, places it within convenient observation 
and enables the observer to judge the regularity of its register by the click 
of the ratchet.
Pacing, as a means of measuring short spaces, we are all familiar 
w ith; but pacing mile after mile, day after day, for continuous record 
is not a common practice. It was only after experience had demonstrated 
both the necessity and ^ practicability of pacing that I gave the method 
practical consideration. Where the wheel can be driven it has the advan­
tage; but where the wheel must stop, the pace becomes a convenient 
and indeed indispensable unit of measure, which never fails one who has 
practiced it. It may be confidently stated from repeated experiences that 
there is no condition of surface, of slope, or of obstruction, over or through 
which a man cannot pace, with a reasonable approximation to the true dis­
tances, provided the ends of the meander line are so tied to some control 
that the scale of the meander plat can be independently determined. Sys­
tematic pacing for geologic record was first used by the Canadian 
Survey and in the United States by Brooks and Pumpelly in the 
Lake Superior region. The United States Land Survey there divided 
the country into square miles and within these north or south straight
* Unpublished MSS.
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lines were paced at regular intervals. The accuracy of the pacer was 
checked at each section Hue, and woodsmen selected for the work became 
very expert, keepiilg-fcount of regular steps through underbrush, through 
windfalls, and even in deep snow on snow-shoes. It was found expedient 
to adopt an arbitrary pace, 2,000 to the mile, and outcrops were located as 
so many west and so many north from the southeastern corner of any par­
ticular section. Where the notes of different observers were to be studied 
by one geologist a uniform pace was desirable, and it is probable that the 
short pace, 2,000 to the mile, is a.more regular unit of measure than a longer 
stride; for, being shorter than a man’s average step, it would be less affected 
by the varying conditions of the ground; certainly no one who attemps to 
stride beyond his ordinary step can pace regularly for any long distance. 
Yet few men care to train themselves to a definite short step, and it is not 
necessary where the distances paced are at once recorded in a plat of known 
scale, since the unit of measurement then becomes a matter of indifference. 
It is only necessary that the pacer should know and record his average step, 
and this can be ascertained by counting paces for half a day in walking a 
known distance or by platting a day’s route to an assumed scale and correct­
ing it by a map of known scale.
The principal difficulty in pacing is to keep a correct count of steps, and 
to avoid this we have found it desirable to count every fourth step only, 
while yet giving to each footfall a digit or number. The mind readily rec­
ognizes a certain rhythm or time-beat on the fourth step, and it will un­
consciously repeat the total number of paces in time with successive steps, 
adding one for each completed pace of four steps. Thus, starting out the 
left foot first, the rhythm runs: Left, right, left, one, or 0, 0, 0 ,1 , 0, 0, 0, 2, 
etc.; and further on, left, right, thirty, five, or 0, 0, 3, 5; still further, left, 
four, fifty, two, or 0, 4, 5, 2; when more than a thousand paces are num­
bered, one, three, seventy, eight, or 1, 3, 7, 8; the next pace, 1, 3, 7, 9; then,
1, 3, 8, 0; and 1, 3, 8,1, etc. Thus each step repeats the appropriate figure 
and the four together give the total number of paces; the units change with 
every fourth step, the tens only with every fortieth step, and the hundreds 
and thousands each in their degree with less frequency. The repetition, un­
conscious though it comes to be, fixes the total number beyond the possibility 
of loss.*
The means of measurement being adopted, the method of recording is the 
next step; of these there are two: the plat on the traverse plane-table, and 
the plat in the note-book.
* These methods of measurement suffice for the geologist on wheels or on foot, but they fail him 
on horse-back. In discussing this paper Dr. G. M. Dawson described a method of “ time survey,” 
which consists in riding a horse at a steady walk and noting the exact time consumed in riding 
over each course. The time unit of the plat is a function of the gait of the horse and is influenced 
by variations of the latter, and errors may creep in through disregard of momentary ha lts ; every 
check should be noted. But when carefully watched the time survey is accurate to about one- 
fortieth of the distance. Dr. Dawson also referred to experience with a boat log in lake surveys.
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The traverse table was devised by Mr. Gannett for the purpose its name 
indicates. H e describes it as follows:
“ The plane-table used for traversing is of the simplest possible form, consisting of 
a board 15 inches square, into one edge of which is set a narrow box containing a 
compass needle three inches in length. The table is supported by a tripod of light 
construction without leveling apparatus, the level of the instrum ent being effected 
by the legs of the tripod. The table is adjusted in azim uth or oriented by means of 
the compass needle, movement in azimuth being provided by simply turning the 
table on top of the tripod head. There is no clamp to the azim uth movement, the 
table being held in place simply by friction. The alidade consists of a brass rule 12 
inches long, with raised sights hinged to turn down when not in use. Ordinary 
drawing paper backed with cloth is used for plane-table sheets and is attached to the 
board by thum b tacks.” *
The operation of traversing with this instrument is very simple. At each 
station the table is oriented by bringing the compass needle to a mark on 
its short scale; the area of the map is usually too small to show any con­
vergence of magnetic meridians, and if  the magnetic declination be constant 
it follows that at each station the position of the table is parallel to all those 
preceding it. Courses sighted and drawn with the alidade, whether succes­
sive foresights or alternating foresights and backsights, therefore depart 
from each other with angles equal to those included by the directions on the 
ground, and the lengths of the sights being laid off to scale, the plat is a 
figure mathematically similar to the traverse on the ground. On this plat 
geologic observations can at any instant be indicated in their proper rela­
tions. It is customary to foresight to bend of road, tree, fence-corner or 
any other distinct object, to wheel or pace to the thing sighted, thence to 
wheel or pace to a convenient station and set up the table. A t this station 
the operations are: (1) to orient the table, (2) to scale off the first foresight, 
(3) to sight and draw the backsight and scale it off, (4) to sight and draw 
the next foresight, (5) to sketch in topography or geology, and then to pro­
ceed. Time is economized by occupying alternate stations only, and geologic 
relations are developed as fast as the traverse line is extended. I believe 
that this simple instrument will prove to be of great value to geologists and 
will save time, labor and money in the extensive work of geological map- 
ping.
But notwithstanding the simplicity and accuracy of the traverse table, 
geologists who do not wish to carry a mounted instrument of any kind have 
tried to accomplish the same object with only hand compass and note-book. 
To do this is to reduce instrumental impedimenta to a minimum, but the 
observation and recording of the traverse requires more care than on the 
plane-table. Given an ordinary clinometer compass with square base and 
sights and a note-book ruled in squares, the operation at any station is as
♦Unpublished MSS.
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follows: (1) to foresight by holding the compass in the right hand or on the 
note-book at half arm’s length and at a convenient height for alignment with 
the object sighted and for reading the course; the compass sights may be 
closed or raised for this alignment and additional accuracy is perhaps obtained 
by sighting the longer side of the note-book placed parallel to the compass 
sights; (2) to record the foresight by drawing a line on the note-book page 
at the observed angle from a meridian previously assumed; a small horn 
protractor is useful for this purpose, but it is only necessary for long sights, 
such as those taken to locate distant points by intersections. It is easily 
possible to estimate the angle of the observed course with sufficient accuracy 
for sights of a quarter of a mile or less by bearing in mind the angles made 
by the diagonals of various parallelograms; thus the diagonal of a square is 
at 45°, that of a rectangle 2 x 3 is at 34° and 56°, that of one 1 x 2 is at 27° 
and 63°, that of one 2 X 5 is at 22° and 68°, that of one 1 X 3 is at 18° and 
72°, that of one 1 X 10 is at 6° and 84°, etc. These diagonals are easily 
noted on the reticulated page. I f  a protractor is used it should have one 
straight side with a scale on it; if  there is no protractor a convenient ruler 
can be made of a page of the note-book torn out and folded parallel to one 
set of lines; the folded edge will be straight and the lines at right angles to 
it give the scale. It is obvious that errors of angular notation are more 
serious the longer the sight laid down ; hence more care is needed on long 
sights or on a large scale than on short sights or on a small scale. The 
limits of scale which have been found desirable for field platting in the Ap­
palachian field are one and two miles to the inch; the smallest scale on 
which legible notes can be written is the best. As the meander thus noted 
is extended, geographic and geologic notes fall into place along it.
Summary of Methods.—In the foregoing paragraphs 1 have sketched three 
ways in which members of the Appalachian division keep geologic field notes; 
first by direct notation on an adequate base, where such is available, second 
by notation on a meander run with traverse plane-table and odometer or 
pacing measurement, third on a meander surveyed without mounted instru­
ments and platted on the note-book page. It remains to indicate what the 
use of such methods accomplishes.
In any comparison of methods for the determination of efficiencies, two 
factors must be considered for each method under like conditions. These 
are quantity and quality of work. Under the conditions of stratigraphy, 
structure and culture existing in the Appalachian province, the quantity of 
work which can be accomplished with graphic methods of keeping field 
notes is best estimated by stating the number of miles of meander line that, 
with topographic and geologic notes, can be platted daily. Using the 
odometer attached to a buckboard with two horses and a driver, we estimate 
the average product at 15 miles a day after two years’ experience. Pacing
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for the same record averages seven and does not exceed ten miles a day. 
Our experience further shows that these averages added to the distances from 
and to lodging places, lunch being taken afield, form a sufficient day’s 
travel for horses or men, when performed day after day throughout the field 
season. Thus the quantity of product by this method is about equal to the 
endurance of means of transportation.
Quality, if  we consider the work of different men, is a very variable fac­
tor; but if  we compare the value of graphic notes with that of written 
notes taken by the same man we shall get a definite result. We find that 
graphic notes are more concise, more definite, more accurate than verbal 
notes; graphic notes are more easily understood by a fellow-observer, be he 
chief or assistant; graphic notes directly present facts in visible relations, 
words do not; graphic notes are capable of immediate transfer to the base 
map, verbal notes must first be translated into graphic form. He who takes 
graphic notes in the field arranges facts, one by one, each in its place and 
in proper relations to all others; he who takes verbal notes forms a mental 
image of these relations, often an erroneous one, which must be corrected by 
a subsequent plat. Moreover, the possession in orderly arrangement of all 
facts observed up to any point in a piece of work enables the observer to 
plan ahead and directs his attention to missing links in the chain of evi­
dence. Hence graphic notes, even if  more slowly taken than verbal notes, 
are usually more complete and save waste and repetition of field work.
In the office there can be no question of the saving of time accomplished 
by graphic methods of field work.
In one instance two adjacent atlas sheets covering 1,000 square miles each, 
which presented structural problems in terms of similar stratigraphic units, 
were surveyed by a geologist and his assistant; the notes recorded in the 
one consisted of statements of distances wheeled off on roads and the corre­
sponding geologic facts—a verbal record; the notes taken in the other were 
all platted directly in the field. Field work for the former was 34 days, for the 
latter 30 days. Office work for the former consumed four weeks, for the 
latter but two weeks.
The preparation of maps is but routine work, the aim of which is the 
elucidation and presentation of geologic problems; to reduce the time de­
manded for routine is to gain time for study and is therefore a step toward 
improvement in the quality of the final result.
The graphic methods which I have indicated are methods of accurate 
work; in the Appalachian province they are also methods of detailed work; 
but this is a condition of special application, not an inherent necessity. 
Running a meander line facilitates but does not necessitate the observation 
of geologic facts. Nevertheless it is true that the knowledge that every fact 
observed can be noted in its proper relations tends toward detailed observa­
tion.
«
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The geologist who is forging a continuous chain of evidence becomes ap­
prehensive of missing links, and the visible continuity of his record leads 
him to close observation ; he skips nothing. And herein is a reflex action 
of graphic methods upon the observer, which is one of their best recom­
mendations. The graphic record invites close attention to the accumulating 
facts ; it is suggestive and directs observation to possible undiscovered facts. 
Graphic methods make keen observers.
T y p e s  o f  F i e l d  N o t e s .
Verbal descriptive Notes.—Exam ple:
“ Above these beds of Clinton ore, which lie in yellowish shales, is a white sand­
stone, forming the summit of W alden’s ridge and its southern slope to the fault on 
the south. This sandstone is precisely like that observed on Poor valley ridge, Cum­
berland mountain, but it here lies above Clinton ores and there it underlies them. A t 
the summit of W alden’s ridge this sandstone and the Clinton shales with ore are folded 
in a sharp broken anticlinal and gentle synclinal, which restores the southern dip ; 
this structure is well exposed in the sandstone cliff.”
This form of record is often imperatively necessary to supply descriptions 
of relations or of physical characteristics of rocks which cannot easily be 
graphically expressed. The description written on the spot has an authority 
and value no subsequent statement can have, and the verbal form permits 
comparisons of facts, as the graphic form does not in the same degree.
Verbal Notes for Stratigraphy.—Example:
“ Descending Cumberland mountain at W hite Rocks. Dip of strata 15° to 20° 
northwestward; aneroid 2,740 feet. The summit and escarpment of the mountain 
are formed of fine-grained sandstones, cross-stratified and containing layers of quartz 
pebbles, 1 inch and less in diameter.
715 feet (aneroid) below the summit the sandstone talus covers a light-greenish 
shale ; aneroid 2,02-5 feet.
Outcrop of yellowish sandstone below shale ; aneroid 1,850 feet.
Highest outcrop of compact gray limestone ; aneroid 1,780 feet.
Highest outcrop of purple shales ; aneroid 1,720 feet.”
Such aneroid notes are of value for determinations of thickness of strata 
where the beds lie flat or at a gentle dip and the observations can be made 
on a steep slope; that is where the vertical measurement is o f principal value 
and the relations in horizontal plan are not essential to the result desired. 
Again, given an adequate contour map and a simple problem of stratigraphy 
and structure, such notes may answer for the location of boundaries and' 
structural facts; but their value is in proportion to the accuracy of the map 
and the simplicity of the problem, so that they may at any point become 
valueless through inaccuracies of the one or through unexpected complica­
tions of the other.
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Verbal Notes for horizontal Location.—Example :
“ W ent from camp 1J miles ±  along river bank ; no outcrops. Turned up south­
eastward, ascending crooked ridge ; in J  mile ±  came to outcrop of typical quartzite.
“ Followed along the strike, descending to brook ; section well exposed. Up brook, 
course S. 10° ±  W ., pass over alternating beds of sandy shale and sandstone, dips 
varying from 10° to 85° ; in f  mile ±  heavy sandstone, may represent typical quartz­
ite ; in fifty steps fossiliferous limestone, either under or over quartzite, dips 70° to 
90°, structure indeterminate. Collected fossils and returned to camp.”
This represents a bad case; careless work from the start vitiated the value 
of any possible observation. On the face of the notes it is apparent that the 
approximate distances are not worth anything, and when the looked-for 
quartzite was found its existence was established but not its position. The 
geologist, having observed nothing up to this point, was practically lost; and 
being lost, that is, being cognizant only of general relations, he disregarded 
the details of the brook section. This day’s work resulted in a collection of 
fossils from a limestone which was topographically and geologically unde­
termined, and was consequently almost wasted. This ineffectual result fol­
lowed from a loose beginning; it may serve to point the application of the 
old saying: “ Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well.”
Graphic Notes.—An example of graphic field notes, taken directly from 
a field plat drawn in the note-book without the use a protractor, is illus­
trated in the accompanying plate 6. The original record is in pencil; 
a tracing in ink was made, the character of the original being maintained as 
closely as possible; and this tracing reproduced by photo-engraving forms 
the plate.
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